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Introduction 
The most common interaction with Microsoft ® Forefront™ Protection 2010 for Exchange Server (FPE) 

involves none of its features and settings. Instead, day-to-day usage focuses on monitoring your 

organization’s deployment and heading off potential problems. FPE includes a host of information about 

its operation and performance. The purpose of this whitepaper is to introduce the changes that have 

been made to the different types of feedback and data provided by FPE. 

What’s New 
While Forefront Protection for Exchange Server products have always included a wealth of information 

for troubleshooting, in this release we have invested in making that information more detailed and 

accessible. These changes include: 

 A new Dashboard contains a Health Monitor that aggregates four significant categories of 

protection and provides statistical summaries of all four FPE scan jobs. These summaries are 

broken down into much more finely-grained reports detailing the actions taken by the scan jobs.  

 Incident and Quarantine records that provide much more information about each detection in 

your system.  

 Expanded performance counters that have been organized into separate performance objects 

and given additional granularity. 

 Simplifications to the e-mail notification system to ensure that you receive the messages you 

rely upon.  

In addition, there are standard Windows tools such as Event Viewer and Task Manager that provide 

critical information about the operation of FPE. A System Center Operations Manager (SCOM) 

management pack and a Best Practice Analyzer (BPA) round out the set of external tools that can 

monitor and troubleshoot your FPE deployment. 

  



Dashboard 

Health Monitors 
The very first place to monitor the operation of your FPE deployment is the health monitor dashboard. 

This screen collects information into four categories: scan jobs, services, engines, and licensing. 

 

 



At the top of the health monitor dashboard are aggregated rollups of the four health categories. Each 

category is assigned a green (healthy), yellow (warning), or red (error) state, depending upon a set of 

predefined health checks. You can choose to view those details by clicking the “Show details…” link for 

that category, which will open a table that shows specific health points of that category, the last time it 

was refreshed, and a brief message explaining what it means. (See Appendix A for a full list of health 

checks performed by FPE.) The overall health rollup for a category is defined as the worst health state 

from its constituent health points. To refresh the health monitors, click the “Refresh” action in the 

Actions pane. 

Scan Job Statistics 
The other component of the dashboard is the statistical summaries. There is one summary for each scan 

job, as well as an independent summary for spam protection. The spam protection summary chart 

displays the total number of messages that were scanned for spam and then displays a pie chart with 

the distribution of those blocked messages across the four main FPE antispam technologies:  Connection 

Filter, SMTP Filters, Content Filter, and Backscatter Filter. For more information about these antispam 

technologies, see the FPE whitepaper titled “Implementing Antispam Protection in Microsoft Forefront 

Protection 2010 for Exchange Server”. 

Each scan job also has a statistical summary on the dashboard. For each scan job, the summary displays 

both the total number of messages scanned and a pie chart showing the distribution of incidents. 

(Including non-incidents on the pie chart would have just made it unreadable for most deployments.) 

While the dashboard summaries give a high-level breakdown of what types of malware have been  

detected by FPE, they do not present the granularity to tell you what FPE did with those detections. In 

order to delve into those details, you need to go to the Malware, Spam, and Filtering Details pages. 

 The Spam Details page contains four subsections, one for each type of antispam filter in the 

summary. For each filter, you can view the the total number of messages processed, as well as the 

counts of messages for each specific type of check performed by that filter. 

 The Malware and Filtering pages are also broken into four subsection, one for each scan job. Again, 

each scan job displays the total number of messages that were scanned by that scan job, as well as 

the breakdown of how often each specific action was taken.  

In the Malware and Filtering Details pages, be aware that we distinguish between messages and 

message parts. In short, the various scan jobs use different scanning technologies, which operate on 

different units of messages. Any counter that involves a message is counted in normal message units, 

the same messages that are sent by users. However, mailbox scans like Realtime and Scheduled scans 

examine the mailbox database, which does not store messages as they are sent. Therefore the actions 

we take for those scan jobs are frequently in units of message parts. (Where possible, we continue to 

provide counters in the expected units of messages.)  In FPE, we define a message part as a message 

body, attachment, or file within an attached container file. Sometimes a single message might have 

multiple message bodies; sometimes attachments that appear to be a single file are really container files 



and have many sub-files (for example, Office 2007 documents). Sender-Domain and Subject filters are 

not considered to act on message parts, as they operate on headers, not the individual parts.  



Incidents and Quarantine 
While the incidents log and quarantine log are distinct within FPE, their records and interfaces have a 

very similar look and feel, and they will be considered together in this section. Every time FPE detects 

malware, matches a filter, or encounters an error or boundary condition while scanning1, it records all 

pertinent information about that incident. If you have selected to quarantine these incidents, the 

original file is written to disk (in an obscured format to prevent accidental execution or information 

disclosure), and a record of that item is included in the quarantine log. 

While the incidents database is useful for examining a complete history of everything detected by FPE, 

items that have been quarantined can be saved to disk for inspection by an administrator or delivered 

by mail. For more information on the available functionality in both the incidents and quarantine 

databases, please refer to the Forefront Protection for Exchange Server Operations Guide. 

As both the incidents and quarantine databases may contain many records, FPE provides filtering 

capabilities that allow administrators to view only a subset of these databases. In the UI, the Incidents 

and Quarantine panes are included under the “Monitoring” button at the bottom of the navigation tree, 

and are listed under “Server Security Views -> Incidents” and “Server Security Views -> Quarantine”. 

 

At the top of each screen is a drop-down box that contains a list of the filterable fields. (You can filter on 

any of the columns currently displayed in the incidents table; you can change the fields being displayed 

                                                           
1
 For a complete list of these events, see the FPE Technical Reference Guide. Examples of these conditions and 

errors are when FPE reaches a timeout or specified limit of nested files within a container file. 



in that pane by using the “Choose Columns” action.) After selecting the field by which you wish to filter 

the results, a second control will appear. For time fields (such as “Detection Time”), you will see “begin” 

and “end” times that you can select. For fields with a limited number of values (such as “Incident 

Category”), a drop-down box will appear with a list of those values. For free-text fields (such as 

“Subject”), a text box will appear to let you type in any string. 

Underneath the list of incidents or quarantined items is a pane with three tabs. This is the detailed 

information, divided up into details about the detection, the message that was detected, and the 

engines that detected it. A full list of metadata collected is included as Appendix B. Any of these fields 

can be added to the incidents table in the top pane by using the “Choose Columns” action. 

Sometimes, however, you will want programmatic access to incident or quarantine information. This is 

true if you have a custom data analysis framework or if you want to use an existing database solution. 

These scenarios are enabled by using the Forefront Management Shell (a Windows PowerShell snap-in). 

In PowerShell, the relevant commands are Get-FSEIncident and Get-FSEQuarantine. These cmdlets will 

produce .NET objects containing the requested data. (For example, you could combine this with 

Microsoft SQL Server PowerShell cmdlets in order to write a backup script that will move your incidents 

to a separate SQL Server for backup or high-availability purposes.) 

For example, to retrieve all incidents detected as malware, use the following command: 

PS>  Get-FSEIncident –Filter “IncidentCategory = Malware” 

The “Filter” parameter works identically across the Get-FSEIncident and Get-FSEQuarantine cmdlets. For 

detailed help with these PowerShell cmdlets, type 

PS>  Get-Help Get-FSEIncident -detailed 

Because each incident/quarantined item contains a lot of metadata, parsing the PowerShell output can 

be difficult. See Appendix C for tips on how to format PowerShell output for easier review.  

  



Performance Counters 
In this release of FPE, we have expanded both the number and granularity of our performance counters. 

(The full list of performance counters is included as Appendix D.) This release offers nine distinct 

performance objects: two for general infrastructure, three for the spam filters, and an additional four 

for the other scan jobs. 

In order to access the FPE performance counters, first run the Windows “Performance Monitor” tool 

and select “Performance Monitor” from the navigation tree on the left. In the “Add Counters” dialogbox, 

browse to the counters that are prefixed with “Forefront”. Once you select one of these performance 

objects, you will see the available counters listed, as well as the instances. 

The first two performance objects are “Forefront Engines” and “Forefront Eventing”. The counters in the 

former measure the performance of the antimalware engines used by the scanning processes, while the 

latter has counters for the internal queue used for processing incidents, quarantined items, and 

notifications. The next three performance objects are for the antispam filter agents ( “Forefront 

Exchange … Agent”), and have counters that reflect the activity currently going through the FPE spam 

scanning pipeline. The other four performance objects reflect the scan jobs for malware scanning and 

filtering. These performance objects include separate instances for each process being used by that scan 

job, which means that you can now inspect FPE performance counters on a process-by-process basis. 

For example, if you notice a specific process consuming resources in Task Manager, you can use the 

performance counters for the process to profile its behavior. 

 



Malware and Filtering Performance Objects 
Instances of a performance object let you inspect the counters across different sources. For example, by 

using one of the instances called “Process #####”, you can see the counters from just that process. This 

list of processes is dynamic, so if a process has to restart (for example, due to a timeout in scanning), 

that instance will disappear and be replaced by a new process instance. 

There are also instances prefaced by underscores that allow you to look across processes. The _Total 

instance displays values across all active process instances. However, if a process exits, its data will no 

longer be reflected in the _Total instance. While this behavior is a standard perfmon convention, it is 

slightly less-than-useful for FPE, in which processes can exist and restart during normal operation. That 

is why we also provide two other instances, _RunningTotal and _CumulativeTotal. In this release, these 

two counters will always behave the same and reflect counters for this scan job since FPE was installed. 

Using these counters, you have access to performance counters even when a process exits. 

There are a number of performance counters available in each performance object. The first distinction 

to note is that the counters are broken down into counters for messages and for message parts. While it 

is common to think of mailflow through FPE as messages, some messages contain multiple message 

bodies or attachments, and attachments are sometimes containers of many files themselves. Because 

FPE navigates all these parts of a message, and sometimes takes action only on a part (or on multiple 

parts of a single message), we have chosen to break out these counters separately. 

The second distinction in the available performance counters is between “historical” and “live” 

counters. The majority of counters are “historical” in that they are always increasing totals of how many 

messages or message parts met those criteria. Regardless of when you add these counters into a 

perfmon session, they will always reflect what that process has done since it started. “Live” counters are 

for rates – the current message rate (number of messages or message parts scanned per second) and 

the average time necessary to scan a message or message part. These counters are live in that they 

reflect only current values and are continually reset.2  In order to gain a historical sense of the trends in 

these rates, you will need to define data collector sets in perfmon that continually monitor these 

counters.  

The complete set of available performance counters is included in Appendix D. 

  

                                                           
2
 You can change the polling interval at which perfmon checks counters through perfmon settings. 



Notifications 
While the notifications in this release of FPE are fundamentally the same as in previous releases, we 

have made efforts to centralize and simplify the experience of configuring them. In this release, all 

notification-related settings are located in one pane, under “Monitoring->Configuration->Notifications”. 

(In the Forefront Management Shell, they are all collected under the FSENotification noun.) 

 

Notifications are organized by an event model – whenever one of the events in the list of notifications 

happens, the associated notification is sent. (Notifications for any event, of course, can be disabled.)  

There are two types of events. Some events are triggered during FPE scanning (for example, when FPE 

detects malware, a filter, or a boundary condition). Other events are triggered by FPE behavior (for 

example, scans starting or stopping, or engines being updated). All of these events have notifications 

associated with them; these notifications consist of an e-mail sent to a predefined list of recipients. You 

can modify nearly all elements of these e-mails. A full list of events is included as Appendix E. 

Within each notification, you can configure an e-mail that will be delivered when the event occurs – you 

can set recipients, subject line, and a message body. For incident notifications, FPE also provides five 

distinct roles to whom notifications can be sent. The basic role, which is available for all notifications, is 

the Administrator role. The additional roles are for Internal Senders, Internal Recipients, External 

Senders, and External Recipients. These roles refer to the sender or recipients of the e-mail that 



triggered the incident. In these cases, you might want to set a notification that will be automatically sent 

to the sender of a piece of malware—but a different notification to be sent to the recipient of that 

message. And both of these might be different if the sender or recipient is not part of your organization. 

These four additional roles let you disable and configure separate notifications for your administrator 

and both types of senders and recipients.  

Even though notifications are organized around this event model, there are situations in which you will 

find it convenient to override the global notification settings. This is particularly true for incident 

notifications, which are the notifications with the broadest set of event triggers. For example, you might 

be testing a filter with the “skip/detect only” action and not want to send notifications to all users, even 

though you still want to send notifications for other notifications. Alternatively, you might want to send 

malware notifications for incidents detected by the transport scan job, but not for other scan jobs that 

scan the message store directly. To take advantage of these overrides and prevent malware notifications 

from a given scan job, you can choose the option on that scan job’s settings page, under “Additional 

Options". To prevent notifications for a specific filter (also on a per-scan job basis), use the last page of 

the filter settings wizard and choose “Never send notifications”. 

  



Additional Monitoring Tools 

System Center Operations Manager (SCOM) Management Pack 
Beyond the in-product monitoring tools, the Forefront Server Protection Management Pack (MP) for 

SCOM is a powerful tool for tracking an entire deployment of FPE. SCOM is a sophisticated monitoring 

product that can be used with both Microsoft and third-party software. If you have a SCOM deployment, 

you can import this MP, which will monitor the essential services, engine updates, scan jobs, and other 

configuration of all FPE servers within your SCOM deployment. For more information in how the MP 

works and exactly what it monitors, there is a wealth of documentation available in the MP user guide. 

This MP is available as a separate download from the Microsoft Download Center. 

Best Practice Analyzer (BPA) 
Another external program directed at FPE is its Best Practice Analyzer. This BPA is a tool that will 

examine an FPE server to make sure that FPE is properly configured. It can detect when certain options 

are set to non-standard values, when two options are configured to conflicting values, and provide 

additional information about when and why to choose specific settings. The FPE BPA is available for 

download from the Microsoft Download Center. 

Event Log 
Windows Event Log is a common location for all Windows programs to log information; tools like 

Microsoft System Center Operations Manager can then be used to monitor activity across an entire 

organization through Windows Event Log. FPE logs hundreds of different events into the Windows Event 

Log. To view these events, open the “Event Viewer” program and select “application” under “Windows 

Logs”. For a full list of events logged by FPE, please see the section entitled “Event ID codes for FPE” in 

the FPE Help. (Forefront Protection for Exchange Server Help -> Technical Reference -> Event ID codes 

for FPE) 

Task Manager 
Another great source of information about how FPE is running is through Task Manager. If you open the 

“Processes” tab in task manager, you can see how each process on your computer is consuming 

processor and memory resources. FPE processes are typically prefixed with “FPE” or “FSC”. 

  



Appendix A:  Health Monitors Used in the Dashboard 
Scan Jobs 
 Transport scan enabled:     Monitors whether the transport scan has been enabled. 
 Edge transport hooked:     Monitors whether the Microsoft Exchange Transport service is running 

and the Forefront agent is registered. 
 Transport scan processes:     Monitors whether the transport scan processes are running normally. 
 Selected transport engine initialization:     Monitors whether all engines selected for the transport 

scan have been initialized. 
 Realtime scan enabled:     Monitors whether the realtime scan has been enabled. 
 Information store hooked:     Monitors whether the Microsoft Exchange Information Store service is 

running and the Forefront VSAPI library is registered. 
 Realtime scan processes:     Monitors whether the realtime scan processes are running normally. 
 Selected realtime engine initialization:     Monitors whether all engines selected for the realtime 

scan have been initialized. 
 Selected scheduled engine initialization:     Monitors whether all engines selected for the scheduled 

scan have been initialized. 

Services 
 Eventing service:     Monitors whether the eventing service is functioning. 
 Monitor service: Monitors whether the monitoring service is functioning. 
 E-mail pickup service:     Monitors whether the e-mail pickup service is functioning. 
 Available disk space:     Monitors the amount of disk space remaining. 

Engines 
 Spam definition update:     Monitors whether the spam engine definitions were updated and how 

recently. 
 Selected engines updated:     Monitors whether the engines that were selected for scan jobs were 

also selected for updates. 
 All engine updates enabled:     Monitors whether the engines that were selected for updating were 

successfully updated. 
 Selected engines update period:     Monitors whether the engines that were selected for updating 

were updated recently. 

Licensing 
 License status:     Monitors whether your license is still valid, is nearing expiration, or has expired. 

  



Appendix B:  Metadata Available for Incidents and Quarantined Items 
For each incident, Forefront Protection for Exchange Server logs the following information: 

Detection Details 
 ID                  
 DetectionTime    
 IncidentCategory    
 IncidentName        
 State               
 Folder              

 File                
 ScanJobType         
 Filesize (quarantine records only) 
 DeliveredTime (quarantine records 

only) 
 SequenceID          

Message Details    
 SenderName          
 SenderAddress       
 Subject             
 SentTime            
 ReceivedTime        
 ServerName          
 DomainName          
 Direction  (transport scan only)         
 SenderLocation  

 SenderIP            
 SenderHost          
 RecipientNames      
 RecipientAddresses  
 CcNames             
 CcAddresses         
 BccNames            
 BccAddresses        
 MessageID           

Engine Details (for malware and spam, one record per engine making the detection) 
 EngineName        
 DetectionType     
 DetectionName     
 EngineVersion     
 SignatureVersion  

 UpdateVersion     
 Confidence        
 Severity          
 WasCleaned        
 AdditionalData    

  



Appendix C:  Parsing Incident and Quarantine Records in PowerShell 
Because each incident contains so much data, it can be confusing to try to look at incident data through 

the Forefront Management Shell. There are two main tricks. The first is to select the proper output 

mode. In general, the default PowerShell output mode is called FormatList, which will put each field of 

each record on its own line, as a name:value pair. The other output mode, FormatTable, will condense 

these results into a table. This works well if you have a few fields that you are interested in seeing. 

Because incident contain so many fields, the output of these powershell cmdlets default to a 

formattable view. You can override this tabular view in two ways. For example, this command will list 

only three fields (instead of the default fields), but will still contain one record per row of output: 

PS> Get-FPEIncident | formattable DetectionTime, IncidentCategory, IncidentName 

If you want to see the full set of data about each incident, you can also override the tabular view 

completely. To do this, use a command like this: 

PS> Get-FPEIncident | formatlist 

This cmdlet will output every available field for each incident as a name:value pair, with each field on its 

own line. 

The second trick is to use the Out-Host cmdlet. By passing output to the Out-Host cmdlet, the output to 

the screen will pause at the end of each page and wait for you to press a key in order to continue. For 

example, run: 

PS> Get-FPEIncident | Out-Host –paging 

For more information about using the Forefront Management Shell, please refer to the Forefront 

Management Shell Whitepaper, or to the FPE Technical Reference Guide. 

  



Appendix D: Performance Counters 
Note:  For a full description of each performance counter, use the description built into Performance 

Monitor. 

Forefront Engines 
 Scan Time Average 
 Scans Performed 

Forefront Eventing 
 Queue % Full 
 Queue Bytes 
 Queue Entries 

BATV Agent 
 Backscatter Filter Messages Allowed 
 Backscatter Filter Messages Received 
 Backscatter Filter Messages Received Per Second 
 Backscatter Messages Allowed by Domain Exclusion List 
 Backscatter Messages Blocked by BATV 
 Backscatter Messages Blocked by Domain Reject List 
 Messages that failed Batv validation 

Connection Filtering Agent Counters 
 Connections on IP Block List Providers 
 Connections on IP Block List Providers /sec 
 Messages with Originating IP on IP Allow List 
 Messages with Originating IP on IP Allow List/sec 
 Messages with Originating IP on IP Block List 
 Messages with Originating IP on IP Block List Providers 
 Messages with Originating IP on IP Block List/sec 
 Messages with Originating IP on IP Block List Providers/sec 

Content Filter Agent Counters 
 Bypassed Recipients due to a per-

recipient Safe Senders 
 Messages Deleted 
 Messages Quarantined 
 Messages Rejected 
 Messages Scanned 
 Messages Scanned per Second 
 Messages that Bypassed Scanning 
 Messages that Bypassed Scanning due 

to an organization-wide Safe Sender 
 Messages that include an Outlook E-

mail Postmark that did not validate 
 Messages that include an Outlook E-

mail Postmark that validated 
successfully 

 Messages with a Preexisting SCL 
 Messages with SCL 0 
 Messages with SCL 1 
 Messages with SCL -1 
 Messages with SCL 2 
 Messages with SCL 3 
 Messages with SCL 4 
 Messages with SCL 5 
 Messages with SCL 6 
 Messages with SCL 7 
 Messages with SCL 8 
 Messages with SCL 9 
 Messages with SCL Unknown 

Malware and Filtering Counters  

The following performance counters are available within each scanner performance object. Note that 

some actions do not apply to certain scan jobs and that they are therefore removed from that scanner’s 

performance object. The list below is a superset of all counters. 

 Messages Scanned 
 Messages Scanned/sec 

 Message Scan Time Average 
 Message Parts Scanned 



 Message Parts Scanned/sec 
 Message Part Scan Time Average 
 Malware Messages Detected 
 Malware Messages Purged 
 Malware Messages Quarantined 
 Malware Message Parts Detected 
 Malware Message Parts Cleaned 
 Malware Message Parts Deleted 
 Malware Message Parts Skipped 
 Malware Message Parts Quarantined 
 File Filter Messages Detected 
 File Filter Messages Purged 
 File Filter Messages Identified 
 File Filter Messages Quarantined 
 File Filter Message Parts Detected 
 File Filter Message Parts Deleted 
 File Filter Message Parts Skipped 
 File Filter Message Parts Quarantined 
 Keyword Filter Messages Detected 

 Keyword Filter Messages Purged 
 Keyword Filter Messages Identified 
 Keyword Filter Messages Quarantined 
 Keyword Filter Messages Skipped 
 Keyword Filter Message Parts Detected 
 Keyword Filter Message Parts Skipped 
 Keyword Filter Message Parts 

Quarantined 
 Sender Filter Messages Detected 
 Sender Filter Messages Purged 
 Sender Filter Messages Identified 
 Sender Filter Messages Skipped 
 Sender Filter Messages Quarantined 
 Subject Filter Messages Detected 
 Subject Filter Messages Purged 
 Subject Filter Messages Identified 
 Subject Filter Messages Quarantined 
 Subject Filter Messages Skipped 

  



Appendix E:  Notifications 
The following is a list of events for which FPE can send notifications. While all notifications can be sent 

to any e-mail address, incident notifications can also be sent to the sender/recipients of the message 

that triggered the incident. For more information about what each of these events entails, please refer 

to the FPE Operations Guide. 

Incident Events 

 Virus 
 Worm found (administrator only) 
 Spyware 
 File Filter 
 Keyword Filter 
 Subject Filter 
 Sender Filter 
 File Error 
 Scan Error 

Operational Events 

 Scan Startup 
 License Warning 
 License Expired 
 Database Size Warning 
 Engine Update Success 
 Engine Update Failure 
 Engine Update Not Available 
 Critical Error 
 Health Change To Green 
 Health Change To Yellow 
 Health Change To Red 


